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Abstract -- Tracking moving targets is one of the important 

problems of wireless sensor networks. In recent years, mobility 

has become an important area of research for the WSN 

community. Although WSN deployments were never envisioned 

to be fully static, mobility was initially regarded as having 

several challenges that needed to be overcome, including 

connectivity, coverage, and energy consumption, among others. 

However, recent studies have been showing mobility in a more 

favorable light [1]. Target Tracking dictates how accurate a 

targets position can be measured. This problem becomes 

particularly challenging given the mobility of both sensors and 

targets, in which the trajectories of sensors and targets need to be 

captured. We derive the inherent relationship between the 

tracking resolution and a set of crucial system parameters 

including sensor density, sensing range, sensor and target 

mobility. We investigate the correlations and sensitivity from a 

set of system parameters and we derive the minimum number of 

mobile sensors that are required to maintain the resolution for 

target tracking in an MSN. The simulation results demonstrate 

that the tracking performance can be improved by an order of 

magnitude with the same number of sensors when compared 

with that of the static sensor environment. 

 
Keywords- Target Tracking, WSN. Mobile sensor navigation, 

weighted tracking, TOA. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

     The development of sensor network technology has enabled 

the possibility of target detection and tracking in a large-scale 
environment. There has been an increased interest in the 

deployment of mobile sensors for target tracking, partly 
motivated by the demand of habitat monitoring and illegal 

hunting tracking for rare wild animals [1]. In this paper, we are 
primarily interested in target tracking by considering both 

moving targets and mobile sensors. Specifically, we are interested 
in the spatial resolution for localizing a target‟s trajectory. The 

spatial resolution refers to how accurate a target‟s position can be 

measured by sensors, and defined as the worst-case deviation 
between the estimated and the actual paths in wireless sensor 

networks [2]. Our main objectives are to establish the theoretical 
framework for target tracking in mobile sensor networks, and 

quantitatively demonstrate how the mobility can be exploited to 
improve the tracking performance. Given an initial sensor 

deployment over a region and a sensor mobility pattern, targets 
are assumed to cross from one boundary of the region to another. 

We define the spatial resolution as the deviation between the 
estimated and the actual target traveling path, which can also be 

explained as the distance that a target is not covered by any 
mobile sensors. Wireless communications have revolutionized 

the way people live and have also resulted in the development of 
wireless sensor networks. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are 

distributed embedded systems consisting of a large number of 
low-cost, low-power, multi-functional sensor nodes. This project 

deals with the target tracking applications of WSNs. In target 
tracking, the presence of target(s) is/are detected and then tracked 

at regular intervals of time. An appropriate sensor can be used 
depending on the target‟s signature to detect the presence of the 

target. At every localization interval, the target tracking algorithm 
collects information from a set of sensor nodes which have 

detected the presence of a target. This is used to calculate the 
target‟s location. Often, Kalman filter and other filters can be 

used to reduce error and to predict future target locations. 
The network architecture consists of a set of sensor nodes (with 

appropriate sensors for tracking) and a main processing node, 
called the base station or sink node. Target tracking involves 

target detection and localization at successive time instants [1].                                                        

Given the mobility of both targets and sensors mobility, it is 
particularly challenging to model such a stochastic problem for 

multiple moving objects. Furthermore, we are also interested in 
Determining the minimum number of mobile sensors that needs 

to be deployed in order to provide the spatial resolution in mobile 
sensor networks. It turns out that our problem is very similar to 

the collision problem in classical kinetic theory of gas molecules 
in physics, which allows us to establish and derive the inherently 
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dynamic relationship between moving targets and mobile sensors. 

The binary sensing model of tracking for wireless sensor 
networks has been studied in several prior works. The work in [3] 

showed that a network of binary sensors has geometric properties 
that can be used to develop a solution for tracking with binary 

sensors. Another work [4] also considered a binary sensing 
model. It employed piecewise linear path approximations 

computed using variants of a weighted centroid algorithm, and 
obtained good tracking performance if the trajectory is smooth 

enough. A follow-up work explored fundamental performance 
limits of tracking a target in a two-dimensional field of binary 

proximity sensors, and designed algorithms that attained those 
limits in [5]. Given the mobility of both targets and sensors 

mobility, it is particularly challenging to model such a stochastic 
problem for multiple moving objects. Furthermore, we are also 

interested in determining the minimum number of mobile sensors 
that needs to be deployed in order to provide the spatial 

resolution in mobile sensor networks. It turns out that our 
problem is very similar to the collision problem in classical 

kinetic theory of gas molecules in physics, which allows us to 
lash and derive the inherently dynamic relationship between 

moving targets and mobile sensors. The binary sensing model of 
tracking for wireless sensor networks has been studied in several 

prior works. The work in [3] showed that a network of binary 

sensors has geometric properties that can be used to develop a 
solution for tracking with binary sensors. Another work [4] also 

considered a binary sensing model. It employed piecewise linear 
path approximations computed using variants of a weighted 

centroid algorithm, and obtained good tracking performance if 
the trajectory is smooth enough. A follow-up work explored 

fundamental performance limits of tracking a target in a two-
dimensional field of binary proximity sensors, and designed 

algorithms that attained those limits in [5].  

 

              II. RELATED WORK 
 

 

We are primarily interested in target tracking by 

considering both moving targets and mobile sensors as shown in 
Figure 1. Specifically, we are interested in the spatial resolution 

for localizing a target‟s trajectory. The spatial resolution refers to 
how accurate a target‟s position can be measured by sensors, and 

defined as the worst-case deviation between the estimated and the 
actual paths in wireless sensor networks [2]. Our main objectives 

are to establish the theoretical framework for target tracking in 
mobile sensor networks, and quantitatively demonstrate how the 

mobility can be exploited to improve the tracking performance. 
Given an initial sensor deployment over a region and a sensor 

mobility pattern, targets are assumed to cross from one boundary 
of the region to another. We define the spatial resolution as the 

deviation between the estimated and the actual target traveling 
path, which can also be explained as the distance that a target is 

not covered by any mobile sensors. The challenge of target 
tracking and mobile sensor navigation arises when a mobile 

target does not follow a predictable path. Successful solutions 
require a real-time location estimation algorithm and an effective 

navigation control method. Target tracking can be viewed as a 

sequential location estimation problem. Typically, the target is a 

signal emitter whose transmissions are received by a number of 
distributed sensors for location estimation. There exist a number 

target localization approaches-based various measurement 
models such as received signal strength (RSS), time of arrival 

(TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), signal angle of arrival 
(AOA), and their combinations [2], [3]. For target tracking, 

Kalman filter was proposed in [4], where a geometric-assisted 
predictive location tracking algorithm can be effective even 

without sufficient signal sources. Li et al. [5] investigated the use 
of extended Kalman filter in TOA measurement model for target 

tracking. Particle filtering has also been applied with RSS 
measurement model under correlated noise to achieve high 

accuracy [6]. In addition to the use of stationary sensors, several 
other works focused on mobility management and control of 

sensors for better target tracking and location estimation. Zou and 
Chakrabarty [7] studied a distributed mobility management 

scheme for target tracking, where sensor node movement 
decisions were made by considering the tradeoff among target 

tracking quality improvement, energy consumption, loss of 
connectivity, and coverage. Rao and Kesidis [8] further 

considered the cost of node communications and movement as 
part of the performance tradeoff. To enable target tracking by a 

mobile sensor with a prior knowledge on target motion, [9], [10] 

presented a proportional navigation strategy and several variants. 
In [11], a continuous nonlinear periodically time-varying 

algorithm was proposed for adaptively estimating target positions 
and for navigating the mobile sensor in a trajectory that encircles 

the target. Belkhouchet et al. [12] modeled the robot and the 
target kinematics equations in polar coordinates, and proposed a 

navigation strategy that attempts to position the robot in between 
a reference point and the target so as to successfully follow the 

target. Using the similar set of nonlinear kinematics equations, 
Vargas et al. [13] proposed a cubic navigation function, which is 

both simple and effective. In our work, we adopt this simple 
navigation function. In this work, we consider the joint problem 

of mobile sensor navigation and mobile target tracking based on a 
TOA measurement model. Our chief contributions include a more 

general TOA measurement model that accounts for the 
measurement noise due to multipath propagation and sensing 

error. Based on the model, we propose a min-max approximation 
approach to estimate the location for tracking that can be 

efficiently and effectively solved by means of semidefinite 
programming (SDP) relaxation. We apply the cubic function for 

navigating the movements of mobile sensors. In addition, we also 
investigate the simultaneous localization of the mobile sensor and 

the target to improve the tracking accuracy. We present a 
weighted tracking algorithm in order to exploit the measurement 

information more efficiently. The numerical result shows that the 
proposed tracking approach works well. There are several 

important reasons for us to utilize the TOA measurement model. 
First, TOA measurements are easy to acquire, as each sensor only 

needs to identify a special signal feature such as a known signal 

preamble to record its arrival time. Second, our particular use of 
TOA is a more practical model because we do not need the 

sensors to know the transmission start time of the signal a priori. 
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As a result, our TOA model enables us to directly estimate the 

source location by processing the TOA measurement data. 
Furthermore, Xu et al. [14] have shown that direct TOA 

localization offers some performance gain over TDOA 
localization. Since the mobile sensor navigation control depends 

on the estimated location results, more accurate localization 
algorithm from TOA measurements leads to better navigation 

control 
 

III. MOBILE SENSOR LOCALIZATION 
 

 We are primarily interested in target tracking by considering 
both moving targets and mobile sensors. Specifically, we are 

interested in the spatial resolution for localizing a target‟s 
trajectory. The spatial resolution refers to how accurate a target‟s 

position can be measured by sensors, and defined as the worst-
case deviation between the estimated and the actual paths in 

wireless sensor networks [2]. Our main objectives are to establish 
the theoretical framework for target tracking in mobile sensor 

networks, and quantitatively demonstrate how the mobility can be 
exploited to improve the tracking performance. Given an initial 

sensor deployment over a region and a sensor mobility pattern, 
targets are assumed to cross from one boundary of the region to 

another. We define the spatial resolution as the deviation between 
the estimated and the actual target traveling path, which can also 

be explained as the distance that a target is not covered by any 
mobile sensors.  

 
 

IV. TARGET LOCALIZATION 
 

The first step of tracking is to estimate positions of both 
target and mobile sensor. Since the measurement in the form of 

TOA information collected at the data fusion center is the same 
for both the target and the mobile sensor, we, therefore, focus our 

discussion on how to estimate the location vector of the target at 
a given time instant We can modify the TOA model by rewriting 

into     

 
 

Squaring both sides, we get    
 

 
 

The right-hand side of is a noise term that is independent for 
different indices I .If and are zero, then the right-hand side of 

would be zero. Therefore, one way to estimate the optimum 
without assuming any particular characteristics on is to minimize 

the „ norm of. This approach makes no assumption on the noise 

distribution or on the noise dependency. It simply tries to 

minimize the peak error. Therefore, its performance is expected 
to be less sensitive to the noise distribution or correlation. Thus, 

we propose to adopt the min-max criterion for location estimation 
via We note that source localization is not unconditional and 

depends on the sensor geometry. As shown in [18], in 2D spaces, 
if all the anchored sensor nodes lie on a single line, i.e., they are 

collinear, then the problem of source location becomes ill-
conditioned and the result surfers from an ambiguity. In fact, 

there can be multiple location candidates when no additional 
information is provided beyond the TOA measurements. 

Naturally, during the course of target tracking, we may 
occasionally encounter such collinear scenarios. However, since 

we have other a priori information about the location of the target 
(17) from the previous time instant(s) as well as from its mobile 

velocity, these prior knowledge’s enable us to resolve the location 
ambiguity caused by the collinear sensors. Indeed, we actually 

combine such priori information in our formulation (24). 
Therefore, the ambiguity can be resolved in our solution (24). For 

the particular TOA model of (11), because the noise due to 
multipath propagation is often much greater than the noise due to 

sensing error [3], the dominant noise term of !ji in (12) is 2 c2 kxi 
� yjk2nji after we neglect the smaller noise from sensing error 

and second order noise terms. focusing on the dominant noise 

term, we can rewrite quality of (12) Thus, the right-hand side of 
(25) is only related to the noise factor nij for all the anchor 

sensors. Observe that, in the TOA model (1)-(3), the noise from 
multipath propagation is proportional to the propagation time. As 

a result, the TOA measurement of shorter propagation time is less 
noisy and should be more dependable. In addition, the right side 

of (12) is expected to be lower if the measurement 1 c kxi � yjk 
is smaller. For this reason, it is more sensible to place more 

emphasis on those TOA measurements of higher confidence. 
Similar ideas have been explored for localization algorithms in 

[15] and [19]. Since we have mobile sensors moving towards the 
target, measurements collected by mobile sensors are more 

reliable than other sensing nodes. Thus, we propose an iterative 
approach by estimating the target and sensor locations before 

determining the new weighting factors, which in turn, will be 
used to estimate the target and mobile sensor locations in the next 

iteration. To begin with, in the first iteration, we set the default 
weighting factors all to unity, for obtaining initial estimates of yj 

and zj. By performing iterative weighted tracking, we can get a 
better performance. Our mobile sensors try to keep a constant 

distance r ¼ 20 away from the target.  We provide the tracking 
trajectories of these two cases. From these results, we can see a 

close tracking performance by our proposed algorithms in both 
cases. Even when the noise distributions vary, our proposed 

WMMA algorithm continues to work well for different numbers 
of anchor sensors and mobile sensors. This example demonstrates 

the robustness of our algorithm to different noise distributions 
and sensor configurations. 

        

           V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
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In this paper, we have studied the target tracking problem in 

mobile sensor networks. Specifically, we introduce performance 
metrics: spatial resolution and we investigate the resolution 

against moving targets. By modeling the dynamic aspects of the 
target tracking that depend on both sensor and target mobility, we 

derive the inherent relationship between the spatial resolution and 
a set of crucial system parameters including sensor density, 

sensing range, sensor and target mobility. The results 
demonstrated that mobility can be exploited to obtain better 

spatial resolution. There are several avenues for further research 
on this problem: (1) to consider the detection error of mobile 

sensors under varying sensor speeds. This can be formulated into 
an optimization problem for target tracking; (2) to refine the 

sensor mobility model, the network model, and the 
communication model among sensors in order to enable Effective 

detection and tracking. For example, a practical distributed target 
tracking and sensing information exchange protocol becomes an 

interesting future research topic when sensors are required to 
trace the target paths. 
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